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ADDENDUM 

 
CORRECTIONS 

Lot 4 Please note that there are eleven diamonds in this lot, not seven as stated in the 

printed catalogue. 

Lot 6  Please note that the revised estimate for this lot is $2,000-3,000. 

Lot 16  Please note the designation for this lot is The Property of Countess Sobanska. 

Lot 60                  Please note the the watch is a backwind wristwatch. 

Lot 72 Please note that there are 69 natural pearls not 169 as stated in the printed catalogue.  

There are no diamonds in the clasp.  

This lot is accompanied with a natural, saltwater pearl GIA report no. 1176715794. 

Please note that the photograph for this lot is reversed with lot 153 in the printed 

catalogue. The photograph is correct online. 

Lot 102  Please note the designation for this lot is The Property of Countess Sobanska. 

Lot 104             Please note this is a mabe pearl not an abalone pearl as stated in the printed 

catalogue. 

Lot 129                Please note both rings are H. STERN with a signed box. 

Lot 132              Please note the estimate is $500-700. 

Lot 153 Please note that the photograph for this lot is reversed with lot 72 in the printed 

catalogue. The photograph is correct online.  

Lot 181             Please note the description and photograph for this lot is reversed with lot 217 in the 

printed catalogue. Both the description and photograph are correct in the online 

catalogue. 

Lot 190  Please note the designation for this lot is The Property of Countess Sobanska. 

Lot 217  Please note that the description and photograph of this lot is reversed with lot 181 in 

the printed catalogue. Both the description and photograph are correct in the online 

catalogue. 



Lot 269              Please note pearls measuring ap. 17.9 to 15.0 mm 

Lot 304             Please not length of the necklace is 14 ¾ inches and is not adjustable. 

Lot 315  Please note the designation for this lot is The Property of Countess Sobanska. 

Lot 359  Please note the designation for this lot is The Property of Countess Sobanska. 

Lot 409             Please note that only the gold and diamond strap bracelet portion is signed Cartier. 

Lot 425             Please note one small rectangular aquamarine is missing and will be replaced by         

Doyle.              

Lot 427  Please note the exact weight as stated on the GIA report is 4.01 carats not 4.00 carats 

  as stated in the printed catalogue. 

Lot 463  Please note that the photograph in the printed catalogue is incorrectly labeled as 464.  

Lot 464 Please note that the photograph in the printed catalogue is incorrectly labeled as 463. 

Lot 467 Please note this ring is also accompanied by Gubelin report no. 1515066 stating the 

sapphire is of Burma (Myanmar) origin with no evidence of heat treatment. 

Lot 484  Please note that the correct estimate for this lot is $4,000-6,000. 

Lot 521             Please note these are split pearls, not button pearls as stated in the printed catalogue. 

Lot 526 Please note that the photograph for this lot is reversed with lot 527 in the printed 

catalogue. The photograph is correct online.  

Lot 527 Please note that the photograph for this lot is reversed with lot 526 in the printed 

catalogue. The photograph is correct online.  

 

 

 


